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Helicopter crashes near IUP campus while filming
‘Campus PD’
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A helicopter crashed at approximately 9 p.m. Saturday near IUP
campus.

Four people were aboard the helicopter and were taken to local
hospitals. No fatalities were reported, and no one on the ground was
injured.

Early reports say the helicopter, which went down near South
Seventh and Klondyke streets, was filming for the G4 television show
"Campus PD."

According to a press release issued by Indiana Borough Police,
several state, local and county agencies responded to the scene.
Borough police and Civil Air Control are remaining at the scene, and
the FAA will conduct an investigation.

"We were sitting upstairs," said Joe Wincko (sophomore,
criminology), a resident of the apartments nearby. "Then there was a
helicopter, it sounded like it was getting lower. It went into a tailspin,
had to come straight down."

"The response time of the police was impeccable," Wincko said.

He reported three to four responders were on the scene within 30-45
seconds.

"When it first happened, [the police] couldn't control it," said Deneir
Holland (sophomore, psychology), a resident of the nearby Campus
View Apartments. "People were running everywhere."

Wincko reported seeing one occupant climbing out on his own, and the second attempting the same and then being
helped out by police. The scene was taped off as a third was being helped
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No, I don't "like this". My daughter, Son in law, and grand daughter live in Indiana. I do like the fact that no one was killed or seriously injured, and help responded quickly.
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